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Reni Pani is located approximately six kilometres 

away from the Satpura Tiger Reserve, which is 

believed to be one of Central India's best kept secrets. 

The Satpura Tiger Reserve is spread over 1,500 

square kilometres of pristine wildlife habitat and is 

one of the few true modern day wilderness spots left 

in the country.
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From the CEO’s Desk Dear Partners,

The company continues to expand its network in India with three new branch offices in 

Jaipur, Varanasi and Agra. These dedicated offices will act as a base to deliver perfect 

moments to clients, ensuring the highest standard of service. Besides our added 

network, we have also gone ahead and brought a new design element to our trade show 

booths. The visually revitalised look embodies freshness with the help of the new visual 

language of the Company. The design is a reflection of the Company's corporate values, 

Reliability, Authenticy and Passion. 

With WTM just around the corner, I look forward to seeing you there.

Come explore with us.

Regards,

Dipak Deva
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Stay at

This tropical, remote island is situated ideally to enjoy the peaceful surrounding, the lush 

greenery of nature and culture at its best. Original, richly decorated wooden Kerala 

houses, traditional and refined cuisine and an exclusive collection of South Indian art 

objects make for a unique experience. Many of the rooms are surrounded by the lake and 

canals; forming an island within an island with its own boat jetty and a large garden 

around the house. A private pool with a jacuzzi directly by the lake is enchanting. One can 

pamper themselves with a massage, while enjoying the view of the pool, the lake and the 

garden. Green Lagoon practices soft tourism, where the guest can contribute towards 

preserving the environment and the culture of the local population.

Reni Pani is located approximately six kilometres away from the Satpura Tiger Reserve, 

which is believed to be one of Central India's best kept secrets. The Satpura Tiger 

Reserve is spread over 1,500 square kilometres of pristine wildlife habitat and is one of 

the few true modern day wilderness spots left in the country. This extraordinary tiger 

reserve, which is surrounded by the vast Tawa Reservoir on its Northern and Western 

limits, is home to several resident birds and migratory birds which come here in the 

winter. The lodge is spread over 30 acres. The camp-site encompasses exactly what a 

nature lover would want, magnificent trees, a sprawling meadow, a seasonal nallah, 

uneven yet beautiful topography and water holes that attract several species of birds and 

animals. The lodge has 12 independent units, each with its own room and private deck, 

made with materials completely indigenous to the local area.

Devi Ratn, Jaipur

Green Lagoon Resort, Alleppey

Reni Pani, Satpura Tiger Reserve

Devi Ratn, the new hotel from Devi Resorts, located in Jaipur has a vocabulary of design 

that, for inspiration, looks inward to the vibrant culture of Rajasthan. It takes its name 

from the “Nav Ratn” nine pure gemstones that are said to focus cosmic energy. The gem-

craft of Jaipur is reflected in the materials used and the intricate quality of detail in public 

and private spaces. 

The interiors of all 60 suites and 3 villas are celebrations of textures in brilliant colours, 

patterns and latticework. Planned along crescent shaped streets at varying heights, 

every suite is ensured a view of the Aravalli Hills.  Guests will be enchanted by the 

celestial ambience of the Bar, the shimmering opulence of the Restaurant and the watery 

Spa which is an interpretation of a step-well. Devi Ratn represents the spirit of modern 

Rajasthan and combines lyrical spaces with bold architecture.
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Lifestyle 1135 AD

1135 AD, a restaurant at Jaipur's Amber Fort is a new concept restaurant that recreates 

the splendour of the maharaja's court. The regal experience at 1135 AD begins with the 

traditional Indian welcome followed by a meal at 'Shaahi Aangan' an open courtyard in 

the central area of the palace which offers a breathtaking view of the historic Jaigarh Fort. 

The lavish meals replicate the bygone charm of the king's court, consisting of a variety of 

traditional delicacies and exclusive music and dance performance by local artists in the 

evenings.
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Responsible Tourism Social Responsibility of Tourism Partners

Tourist Guides Federation of South India organized a one day Responsible Tourism 

workshop for their colleagues and associates of the travel trade .The workshop was held in 

Thiruvaiyaru, Thanjavur district on Sunday, 29th Aug 2010. It provided an opportunity for 

everybody concerned to show their support and give directions to the weaker sections of 

the community. Two employees from the Chennai office represented the Company at the 

workshop. The workshop was organized at an orphanage in Thiruvayaru. Activities 

included breakfast with children and inmates at an orphanage. Members of the travel 

industry interacted with the children, taught them and also played games with them. The 

members also cleaned the campus, garden and surrounding areas. A medical camp was 

set up for the children. The inmates of the orphanage put up a performance for the visitors 

which was followed by an interactive session.

We like responsibility to be felt within and beyond the organization, practiced at all levels 

and anchored as a cornerstone of our travel experience being offered. We encourage you 

to consider CSR initiatives for your clients as well.
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Interesting India Green Umbrella of Mumbai

Meet the one and only plant rescue team, Green Umbrella of Mumbai, who is devoted to 

rescuing plants that grow on buildings, walls and other places where their fate is uncertain. 

The team rescues the plants to nurse them and re-plants the saplings in a new place, so 

that they don't die a premature death and grow into full-bodied trees. 

The Green Umbrella was started by a man who works in a Bank. He was shortly joined by 

other enthusiasts who are doing their bit for Mother Earth. In their spare time this group of 

educated men armed with tools set of on a mission. They search for plants growing with 

slim chance of survival. They uproot the plant with surgical precision, avoiding any damage 

to its roots. The roots are immediately soaked in bucket containing solution of growth 

hormones that reduces the shock to the plant after they are uprooted. 

In the last ten months the Green Umbrella team has rescued over 200 plants from Thane 

and Mumbai, some of which have been planted while others are being rehabilitated in a 

makeshift nursery.

The group has also been soliciting volunteers to help them in their mission as with every 

rescue the plant population is growing in their nursery.
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Destination Insider Dears Friends, 
Here's something fantastic for your clients who may be looking for a family holiday where 

they can make a difference. In Arunachal Pradesh, North-east India, your clients can 

explore one of India's last true wildlife frontiers on Elephant back and can be a part of a 

noble cause too. We bring you The Great Indian Elephant Safari.
 
A considerable portion of money from this trip goes to the conservation and respectful 

rehabilitation of tamed elephants and their masters of Chokham Village in the Mishimi 

Hills of Arunachal Pradesh. Chongkham was once considered Asia's richest village due to 

the revenue generated by timber harvesting and other timber-related activities. With the 

ban on timber felling by the Government of India, the villagers of Chokham and their 

elephants are struggling to make ends meet. 

Arunachal Pradesh is the eastern-most state of India and is the first to be kissed by the 

morning sun. Bordered by China to the North, Myanmar to the East, and Bhutan to the 

West, it is one of the most verdant and richest biodiversities of India. 75% of Arunachal 

Pradesh is under forest cover, there is outstanding wildlife and intricate network of some 

of the greatest river systems and colourful indigenous communities that still practice a 

way of life which has not changed much with the passage of time.

This is ideal for families with teenage children.   

How does this trip benefit the environment and local communities?

1. Your clients will spend part of their trip volunteering in various wilderness areas, 

helping the local villagers in their social development and conservation efforts. 

2. The entire trip engages local villagers as staff, guides and service providers; for 

transportation, camping, cultural performance, village experiences. Local grass-root 

organisations, community groups, self-help groups will organise and lead your clients 

volunteering and conservation activities. 

3. The trip strictly follows the responsible wildlife watching and environmental policies. 

The food served on the trip is mostly organic and sourced completely locally. Waste 

management and waste disposal are maintained with paramount importance.

4. A considerable sum of money earned from The Great Indian Elephant Safari goes 

straight to the conservation and respectful rehabilitation of the tamed elephants and 

their masters in Chongkham.  

For The Great Indian Elephant Safari itinerary click here 

Kuntil Baruwa
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Festivals Pushkar Fair
14th Nov- 17th Nov'10

Pushkar, the quiet little town of eastern Rajasthan, is located 13 kms from Ajmer, on the 

edge of a small and beautiful lake. Pushkar is a city of 400 temples and 52 bathing ghats. 

The city is the site of the only temple of the Hindu God of Creation, Brahma. Every 

November, Pushkar comes alive with a riot of colours and various activities. Very few, if at 

all any, fairs in the world can match the liveliness of Pushkar. Most people associate the 

Pushkar Fair with the world's largest camel fair, but it is much more than that. It is also 

the time when Hindu devotees come to take a dip in the holy water of the sacred Pushkar 

Lake, to wash away their sins.

Most of the Festival dates are decided by Solar / Lunar calendars practiced in India, 

due to which the dates are subject to change.

You may plan some special departure based on these festivals.  For any assistance 

please contact us.
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Trade Shows Meet Us At The Following Upcoming  Trade Shows 

If you wish to schedule a meeting, do e-mail us at info@sita.in

Trade Show Place Date Booth No Whom To Meet

ITB Asia Singapore 20th – 22nd October C05 Prabhat Verma & Vikram Trivedi

ABAV-Fair of Americas Rio de Janeiro 20th – 22nd October Trade Visitor Neeraj Bhatt

TTG Rimini 22nd -24th October Hall No A1 -
Booth No. 033-
035/046-048

Matteo Pennacchi & Philip Thomas

FIT America Latina Buenos Aires 30th October – 2nd 
November 

Trade Visitor Neeraj Bhatt
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Impression September 29, 2010

To 
The Managing Director
SITA, India

I would like to say thank you for the excellent help, I had, from your staff, they are a credit 

to your company. I would like to say Farooq & his team were so very helpful. Raj our 

transfer agent was very good indeed and nothing was too much trouble for any of them. 

The guides, Anil & Raj were 1st class, I felt very well supported throughout our tour. The 

phone was marvelous, I felt very confident knowing I had constant contact & Farooq 

called me regularly throughout the tour.

I feel I have some lovely new friends with “Farooq & the Team. 

Best regards,
Annie Stirling
Tour Manager     
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